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General Overview 
 

 Previously a chemical engineer, Patrick applies economics, econometrics and industrial 
expertise to competition policy, litigation and arbitration.  He has testified and consulted to 
parties, agencies and interveners in high-profile, complex and multi-jurisdictional 
proceedings over the past 15 years. 
  
Patrick has published widely and addressed parliamentary panels on competition economics 
topics, including the economics of merger control, cartels and class action litigation, and the 
role of the public interest and broader economic development considerations within 
competition policy.  Mr. Smith holds a BSc (First Class Hons) and MSc in Chemical 
Engineering from UCT, and an MA (First Class) in Economics and Management and an MSc 
in Economics for Development from Oxford University, where he was a Rhodes Scholar.  
 
 

Experience  His recent expert witness experience includes Streetmap v Google, the first “hot tub” 
procedure adopted in UK competition litigation (EWHC); Tabcorp/Tatts, in which Mr Smith 
appeared as one of 7 experts examined in four hot tubs (ACT); Pioneer/Pannar (ZACT, ZACAC. 
ZACC); Bread cartel damages, the first competition class action damages case in South Africa 
(ZASCA. ZACC); and First Quantum v DRC, an international arbitration which culminated in a 
USD 1.25 billion settlement and acquisition (ICC and ICSID). 
  
He has particular expertise in advising clients through in-depth merger investigations before 
the European Commission as well as coordinating economic advice and analysis across 
multiple jurisdictions globally.  His recent merger experience includes leading roles in Ocean 
Network Express JV, Dow/DuPont, AB InBev/SABMiller, PRS/GEMA/STIM, Federal 
Mogul/Honeywell, Syniverse/MACH, Universal/EMI, Dow/Rohm & Haas, and InBev/Anheuser 
Busch.  Work for government agencies and third parties includes Vodacom/Neotel, 
Cisco/Tandberg, and Anglo American/Kumba/Avmin 
 
 

Sector Experience  Mr Smith often combines his knowledge of chemical processes with economic analysis in 
sectors such as mining, metals and minerals processing, oil, gas and petrochemicals, and 
food and beverage processing, although he has advised in fields as diverse as advertising, 
automotive parts, aviation, copyright, energy, estate agency, fertilisers, gaming, gambling 
and betting, grocery retailing, health care and pharmaceuticals, industrial yeast, fermentation 
and bio-fuels, music publishing and recorded music, media and information processing, 
sports and sports rights, telecommunications, and yellow pages.  
 
 


